MJD Memo 20.August.2014

HERE IS OUR ANSWER: THE SOLUTION, THE KEY, THE PATH

SUMMARY
The key to our success with the Institute and TetraDyn and all the parts under TetraDyn – including
especially KOIN and KOIN Ltd. - is EXPLAINED HERE.
We must focus on SELLING MARTIN AND WHAT HEW CAN DO AND PUT TOGETHER – especially
for and within the DEFENSE/INTEL WORLD
[1]
We do not have to change anything at all about companies, technologies, IP, products, services,
Anything.
[2]
We must change entirely, 1000%, our focus of energy. We must first put Martin into a Paying Job with
Some Place that is connected with some of what is described IN THIS DOCUMENT.
Everything we have been doing thus far has been “back-ass-wards.” It is all about Perception, Image,
Expectation, IMAGE - this is How it was supposed to Be and How it Must Be for anything – Anything –
with TetraDyn and other ventures to work.
Even $100,000 cash right now does not change this, and what follows here! Not even $250,000 cash!
IT IS ALL ABOUT PEOPLE-CONNECTIONS, PLACES-CONNECTIONS, PRESENCE,
RECOGNITION, PERCEPTION, EXPECTTION, ASSUMPTION, AND IMAGE IMAGE IMAGE!
[3]
With Martin in the Right Place, then he is visible, he is seen in a totally different light and way. Thus
also the Institute and Companies. With the founder/director/head of all that in circulation, publicly
again, widely, with the right Persons, the Right Organizations, We will Not Even be bothered or meet
or run into or anything with the dregs, scum and “dimwit-jawa-dweebs” that we have been burdened
with all these months and longer.
[4]
The KEY is in the Very Fact of the State of Universal War in which we are now in, as epitomized by:
•
ISIS (the Caliphate) and all the others with and like them
•
The brutal massacres including beheading of James Foley – this is a “trigger” event for many
Americans now – “ordinary people” who increasingly say things like, “Let's just exterminate all
that are into Jihad, etc. over the age of 3”
•
The New Cold War and the Whole Situation re: Europe including Russia
•
The whole rest of the situation in the middle East esp. @ Israel and its neighbors (e.g., Gaza)
•
The acceleration of CPTSD – Collective PTSD – particularly noticeable as a change in
America.

The New Fundamentals of Our Solution
Now -- the fundamentals, and their “buzzwords” (more on these, below) are three in number and they
are totally interconnected:

CADUN
(You have seen that previously, in the “IIS-Institute_Holdings_Ventures” document which I call the
“Foundational Manifest” for how everything fits together organizationally and with respect to
project/activities.)
The CADUN are the Problems we face and which are getting rapidly worse and demand Action. It is
recognized by many “at the top” that it is not being done right by all those korporates and pundits in
the “middle” but before WE can be employed by Those “Right Persons,” We need to get Me to where
They (“at the top”) will see me, run into me, hear me, be acquainted with me, Socially and otherwise
Professionally.

ANLINA MUTTI
(Explained below)
These are eight examples of the things for Me to do, with little or some help from others, for those
Persons “at the top” in the appropriate Right Places. This is how we address the CADUN. If we do
not use this approach, then we will Fail with addressing the CADUN and some of them will overtake us
and destroy what we know as Civilization.

PARDA
(Explained below)
This is what this country needs, and it is something that can be created by some Right Person in the
US govt. who is “at the top” and this is what we must focus upon in terms of what I should be doing
long-ago in a job for “them” - this will then open up Everything for TetraDyn and the family of
companies, as well as for the Institute as a whole.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
To address, solve and protect Civilization from the Dangers of the CADUN, we need to engage
in ANLINA MUTTI, and in order to work effectively with ANLINA MUTTI, we need to create
and sustain the proper environment, and that is PARDA
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

In greater detail now:

CADUN
The Eight CADUN (Critical Areas of Developmental Urgent Need)
These are eight areas where work is desperately needed, where that work must involve multiple talents in
multiple companies and institutions in multiple nations, where the practice of cooperation and collaboration and
putting the greatest needs of the greater whole ahead of everything else is absolutely critical, and where
development of commercializable, large-scale, large-population outreach through products and services is
absolutely imperative.
These Eight CADUN are specific target areas within these Four Broad Domains:
Energy

Environment

Health

Security

A Claim is Asserted Here Most Strongly and Emphatically:
If these eight CADUN are not addressed satisfactorily within the next twenty years, then it is not an “if”
but a definite that millions and even billions of people will likely perish, and civilization, both as we know
it and permanently, in any form, with any human culture, could and most likely will be terminated.
This is not a speculative hypothesis or an empty threat. This is plain fact. Open your eyes.
The term, “ETA” can also be understood in the context of the eight CADUN – each has some significant “ETA” --an Estimated Time of Arrival – or rather, an estimated time when things will be too late to do anything about the
problem if we do not act Now. This may be rewritten as Estimated Time of Arch-Effect – a mega-effect that
stands out far beyond other similarities.
(Twenty Seed Projects have been proposed for addressing these eight CADUNs. Not all of these projects can
be undertaken or managed solely through the Institute and the Ecoaduna Foundation. Some, however, are
particularly well-suited because of prior work, relationships, and synchronization among different individuals
already associated together within IIS and ECOAD, for being very successfully addressed.)

CADUN #1
Multi-variant influenza - global pandemic --- next flu season, Winter 2014-2015
Somewhat prepared: China, Singapore, Vietnam
Very unprepared: USA
Generally unprepared: Rest of World
Most intensive negative effects and consequences: USA, Africa, Middle East, South Asia
ETA: @ 2015-2018
CADUN #2
Major “category 6” typhoon or hurricane – any appropriate season, every year, increasingly stronger
Mostlikely target: SE USA or SE Asia
Global state of preparation: Poor
Most intensive negative effects and consequences: USA, Philippines, SE Asia, China
ETA: @ 2015-2020

CADUN # 3
Major natural EMP (Electromagnetic Pulse) – anytime, and in fact, very long overdue
Mostlikely target: anywhere, ranging from radius of a few hundred km to being virtually planet-wide
Global state of preparation: Very Poor
Most intensive negative effects and consequences: USA
ETA: @ 2014-2030

CADUN #4
Development of large-scale measures to address sea-coastal flooding of highly urbanized areas
Area of greatest need: worldwide
Global state of preparation: Poor
Most intensive negative effects and consequences: India, Bangladesh, USA, Asia-Pac
ETA: @ 2024-2040

CADUN #5
Emergent new major infectious diseases from either permafrost release or extraterrestrial origin
Mostlikely target: worldwide
Global state of preparation: Poor
Most intensive negative effects and consequences: Africa, SW-South-SE Asia, USA
ETA: @ 2018-2040
CADUN #6
Sustainable long-term non-fossil-fuel energy development
Area of greatest need: worldwide
Global state of preparation: Poor
Most intensive negative effects and consequences: Africa, SW-South-SE Asia, USA
ETA: @ 2020-2040

CADUN #7
Reduction of global human population growth
Area of greatest need: Africa, India, China, Indonesia, USA, Brazil
Global state of preparation: Poor
Most intensive negative effects and consequences: Africa, SW-South-SE Asia, South America
ETA: @ 2020-2040

CADUN #8
Major asteroid collision, Anytime, with one worrisome known mega-destroyer possible in April, 2036
Very unprepared: Entire World
Most intensive negative effects and consequences: Entire World
ETA: @ 2014-2036

ANLINA MUTTI
Asymmetric Non-Linear Improvised Non-Aligned (Anlina)
and Independent Modeling of Unsupervised Terrorist Tactics (Imutt → Mutti)
“THEY” paid me before, over decades in all my other “official” jobs, and they can and will pay me again, to do
things like some of the projects you can see roughly, summarily described – the one that had been done for
DARPA @ 1999-2000 (when the program wrapped up), and things like Operation Al-Muqaddim, PALLAS,
NomadEyes, JEDI, BOTXP, & Ain al Muhaymin.
Here is my List of Eight Suggested Projects for Martin to do where I am the “PI”/”PM” (principal investigator;
project manager-director), reporting to Whomever is paying us, and making use of Whomever I choose to use,
my choices, within their general budget constraints, but probably 9 out of 10 persons will be people whom one

would never imagine to be working on such projects the way that they are mis-managed and mis-run these days.
In fact, the whole essence of “Anlina Mutti” is that Nobody interacts (interferes) until we reach certain “way
points” in our work, and then the work, through mostly myself (and perhaps 1 or 2 others) presents results,
interacts, and we go from there to the next “way point.”
FORMAT:
Project ID, name and brief one-sentence description.
In each case, I and the team that I build (starting with a team of 1 – namely, myself alone) will deliver Phase 1
and then Phase 2 of this, and each can be described in a quadchart and “white paper.”
In each case, we think, analyze, synthesize, invent, create, model, argue, defend, propose, and explain
everything from the perspective of The Bad Guys, in order to provide a better way for The Good Guys to do more
intelligent countermeasures, first and foremost being early detection and prevention.
(1) PRED (Passive Radiation Exposure Device)
(This always has a history through me with CIA, DTRA, Germany, UK, Israel, but mostly ignored, no surprise, by
DHS.)
We will design PREDs and the tactics for their use against Europeans and Americans in their cities and
infrastructures.
(2) LSWARD (Low-strength Wide-Area Radiation Device)
(Also a bit of a prior history with the same orgs.)
We will design an LSWARD such as can be built today buy ISIS using the modest and impure quantities of U
and other radioactive materials that they do possess.
(3) EMP-I and EMP-II (Electromagnetic Pulse)
(Ditto)
We will model a natural EMP (EMP-I; solar origin, for instance) and a man-made EMP (EMP-II; from North
Korea, as they have already been simulating and experimenting with – talk w me about CIA Director Jim
Woolsey wrt this), and we will model the social breakdown consequences and the merits of an AMERGE (see
the website, http://amerge.tdyn.org) to counter such a breakdown and to provide community-based medical and
psychological resilience and sustainability.

(4) CASCID (Cascading Critical Infrastructure Disruption)
(Ditto)
We will create plans for perpetrating such attacks, focusing upon electric power, gas, oil and water networks in
dense mega-metropolitan regions of the continental USA.

(5) NONEXT (Non-explosive Terrakts) [“Terrakt” = Euro term for “terroist action”]
We will design several “brilliantly demonic” ones that are mainly intended for social disruption and triggering
Collective PTSD within the civilian populations, leading to events that will make post-Katrina New Orleans and
Ferguson, MO look like “hiccups.”

(6) RATS (Reactive Attacks and Threats to Society)
We will design attacks of different types that will be for use concurrently with other major disasters and problems,
such as major hurricanes, tornadoes, earthquakes, forest fires, floods, or social disruptions caused by other
factors.

(7) CPTSD (Collective PTSD)
We will go into depth on what to expect in such developments, with a focus upon long-term and wide-area
sequences of events such as may be expected as a result of a major pandemic or EMP.

(8) EWIPIAB (Early Warning Identification, Prediction and Intervention of Aggressive Behavior)
We will analyze and critique what others have done in these areas, find their weaknesses, exploit them, and
design countermeasures to be employed by the persons or groups that are planning aggressive and generally
violent, WMD-effect actions (e.g., individual shooters/bombers, or organized ISIS-in-America jihadists) with a
goal toward perfecting better methods for circumventing such countermeasures and thereby preventing such
actions from taking place or having as much deadly and disruptive effect as the perpetrators will have planned.
That's enough for a few years and a few $Million regularly to sustain everyone involved and all the Work. I am
absolutely serious. This will bring in the Right Persons for the Institute and the Companies. WE must be
recognized for what we can do, are doing, and will do as PARDA with ANLINA MUTTI to solve various CADUN,
and then we will have everything imaginable that we could want in the manner of capital, open doors, markets,
friends, and benefactors.

PARDA
PARDA is analogous in some respects to different aspects of all of the following:
ARPA, then renamed to DARPA, then follow-ons including IARPA, HSARPA, EARPA, BARDA
ARDA, then renamed to DTO
But it is different.
It has independence, “non-alignment” organizationally speaking.
It is not a branch of any government department.
It is primarily a “Special Operations Team” focused upon science-tech-engineering-maths-arts and “intelligence”
in all of that word's meanings and uses

Projects for Asymmetric Research and Disruptive Advances
It is a set of teams engaged in multiple Projects. It does not “award” contracts or grants to others in academia or
corporatrivia to work on different projects according to various RFPs and BAAs.
Rather, PARDA does different projects. The PARDA team organizes, composes, structures itself to take on tasks
that are in different degrees and manners specified and given as charters, as tasks. Then that team goes and
works on it, with extraordinary and extreme independence, isolation, non-alignment, free of many influences and
expectations, and - of particular importance for the success of each such project – free of the influences of
shared perceptions, “insider knowledge” and phenomenological predispositions.
PARDA works on projects like those described above as “ANLINA MUTTI” and thereby addressing one or more
of the eight CADUN.
PARDA produces its work and delivers it to its sponsors, clients, customers, who are mainly government
agencies and departments engaged in what is broadly termed, “defense and intelligence”, but also for privatesector clients, who are mainly corporations and non-governmental institutions.
PARDA is essentially an Intelligence Community Think-Tank and Research Lab that takes on extreme problems,
works on them in strict independence, freedom and non-interference, and delivers the results with explanations
and arguments for and against various conclusions, methods, and solutions.

Re-Cap and Summary
I am thinking more and more about how to maximize so much of what I have that is worth $$$$ to agencies and
companies, which I don't mind “giving away, doing, letting them have, etc.”
Let's face it, WE ARE AT WAR – everywhere. The Whole Planet. It is exactly as I and others predicted, going
back not years but decades.
We either Win – or we LOSE and if our Enemy has their way, we lose our heads, like just happened so brutally,
literally, horribly, to the kidnapped U.S. Journalist, James Foley, at the hands of bloody ISIS, and as is threatened
for other imprisoned Westerners, by the same vicious beasts.
I CAN CONTRIBUTE MORE TO OUR INTELLIGENT AND TIMELY DEFENSE OF CIVILIZATION THAN JUST
ABOUT ANYONE I KNOW AND CERTAINLY MORE THAN A BUNCH OF “I T” GEEKS AND TWITS IN GLASS
AND IVORY TOWERS.
“THEY” NEED me. Only the Gatekeepers, the Korporate dweebs and low-level/mid-level twirps, have kept me
and others out for the past several years (and also I more or else gave up on that circus).
See the personal note (below, Appendix 2) written to and about me personally by the former Director of DTRA,
James Tegnalia, and somewhere also is a similar memo from his predecessor, Stephen Younger. But a-holes
from Northrop, Booz, BAE, and SAIC have blocked everything in the past several years, concurrent by the way
with two significant events – the change in Presidency on Jan. 20, 2009, and the retirement, firing, or pushingout of a lot of good leaders. Actually, the problems started with the GW Bush era, but it did not seem to affect
me and others until past 2006 and especially after 2008.
This is an INITIATIVE I think WE should pursue, starting with ME, and a JOB ASAP.
(1) Getting me in the right Place with the Right People (org, agency, social group, circles of people, etc.)
(2) Visibility in the right places, circles, etc., which is a lot of time spent by me going to meetings,
conferences, events, social things, and esp. from Loudon County to Alexandria to Columbia to
Fredericksburg (roughly speaking).
(3) Total revision and reshaping of much that is “Institute” and “Companies” from what you see as of today.
We get me in whatever way necessary ASAP, keeping the following in mind, knowing that we cannot “pitch” the
following directly, full-up, 100%, but we want to get a foothold for this.
“This” is something the USA needs, and the Whole Civilized World of which the USA is a significant part but not
the only one, obviously.
And if we go back to my Letter from February 25, 2009 (see Appendix 1 below) to then-newly-elected President
Obama, the so-called, “Second Einstein Letter to the President” - HERE is the matured answer of exactly what is
to be done, now!
What was written roughly, abstractly, in that Letter of 2009, is now expressed more clearly, above, as
PARDA and the ANLINA MUTTI for solving the CADUN. Now we must get this to the “Right Persons At
The Top.”

Dr. Martin Joseph Dudziak
Institute for Innovative Study (IIS)

APPENDIX 1
The “Second Einstein Letter to the President”, followed by the “First Einstein Letter to the President”. Be careful
to compare them in great detail especially in structure and style!

Martin Dudziak
28 Chase Gayton Circle # 731
Henrico, Virginia 23238-6533
February 25, 2009
B. H. Obama,
President of the United States,
White House
Washington, D.C.
Sir:
Some seventy years ago a very well-known physicist wrote to your predecessor in office regarding a
great potential and a grave risk, with critical implications for our national security, energy production,
and economy. At that time the United States was not at war, but our economy and indeed our entire
society was still suffering the extended consequences of a major depression. Moreover, the threats of
war loomed clearly across two oceans which were at that time still considerable barriers to military
aggression. Terrorism was a rare phenomenon and the notion of large-scale biological or nuclear
threats was almost inconceivable. The risk of a rapidly spreading pandemic, in spite of the influenza
outbreaks of some twenty years earlier, was minimal compared to the risk today with our high degree
of global interconnectivity. The risks of a major power-grid infrastructure collapse, or a backwardsslide in our educational prowess, or a catastrophe from asteroid collisions with Earth, were in some
cases not even imaginable to our leaders or the scientific community of that era.
Today, Mr. President, all of these considerations and risks are not only imaginable but quite real and
they have clearly been receiving the attention of many well-known experts and persons who are
involved in the administration of government. For that reason I feel strongly that you and your
administration can be responsive to both the urgent needs we share as well as the appearance and
emergence of unexpected, unusual and worthy potentials for solutions to some of these problems.
In my work as a physicist and theoretician, and simply as an observer and participant alike in the
business of innovative technologies, I have come across certain works and results that offer clear and
distinct benefits to our nation for some of the critical problems we face and that I have mentioned here.
In particular there is the potential for an extraordinary synergy between certain of these developments
that can clearly make a positive step forward for our nation’s energy independence and renewability,
and simultaneously for our security with respect to threats from both manmade sources on this planet
and natural origins in space. It is perhaps anecdotal but an interesting coincidence that one of the
persons who aided in the events leading to Dr. Einstein authoring his famous letter of Aug. 2, 1939 was
Dr. Edward Teller; much later in life he had an inceptional and catalytic role in the development of
some of the synergetic work of which I speak.
The confluence and synergy of hybrid energy systems, space-based remote sensing, and asteroid

collision deterrence may strike you and others in your administration as being far-fetched as Dr.
Einstein’s remarks in 1939 regarding uranium and nuclear fission. The notion that mathematics
derived from and used in such diverse applications as high-energy physics, ultrasound, sonar, and
cancer treatment could make a major positive difference in how we generate power, regulate and
optimize power- and also track and respond to potential threats both man-made and natural, including
terrorists, pandemic outbreaks, and panic-driven mass-market behavior – all this may strike you and
your advisors as being totally out of keeping with traditional, conventional, accepted scientific
thinking. I am certain that you can find the recognized experts who will state that there is nothing to
this, and that it is neither important nor critical enough for you to spend any time further on the matter.
However, Mr. President, I ask you to not do what your predecessor did, seventy years ago. Had actions
been taken, had investigations and meetings occurred earlier rather than much later, the course of World
War Two could have been different, with an earlier victory and peace, with perhaps many millions of
lives spared worldwide, and without the need for dropping bombs upon inhabited cities as they had
been in 1945. Those “officialdom” delays that occurred from 1939-1942 cost the United States over
two years in the development of practical nuclear power; the result could have been a first strike
nuclear weapon being deployed by the Nazis over an Allied city instead, even one in the USA.
My aim here is not to rattle the cages of fear and anxiety but instead to motivate you, Mr. President, to
be decisive and to investigate the possibilities. Powerful things can come sometimes “out of the blue”
and from persons, institutions, and groups that are not as highly known and ranked as those that receive
the greater attention from both the media and many government officials. My objective is simple. I
want to bring these things to your direct attention, and to suggest that a unique but simple action on
your part, with almost zero cost and definitely zero risk, can perhaps be a catalytic spark of tremendous
value, comparable to what nuclear physics and the Manhattan Project brought to our country during the
short years of 1942 through 1945.
My request is, in fact, not so dissimilar from that expressed by Dr. Einstein in his now-famous letter.
Above and beyond all of the departments, agencies, councils, and other organizations that exist in our
government and which ultimately report to you, the Congress, and the Judiciary as our three branches
of government, please consider this. A selection of a special person, an ombudsman of sorts, who will
serve with a task of being a communicator and facilitator for the type of unique (but mostly and
relatively unknown) works that can make a remarkable difference for security, energy, health, and
economy, the works to which I allude and that are principally stemming from fundamental
mathematics, physics, complexity theory and bioinformatics.
This person could serve in an “inofficial capacity,” acting in your trust and confidence, to provide the
following:
(a) acting as a go-between among various government departments, both providing and receiving
information with a view toward synthesis and symbiosis of particular technologies and findings that
can be moved faster, more expediently and economically, toward wide-scale implementation. This is
as much an economic task as scientific problem. This is not something that can be done well by yet
another committee or agency or by someone who has vested interests in one school of thought only.
(b) acting as a catalyst among private individuals and companies for generating and indeed focusing
funds and resources to accelerate the process of bringing the most synergetic, complementary
developments into fieldable, testable use and deployment. This is again a task that cannot be done well
except by an individual and an exceptional individual at that, one with the breadth of knowledge and
experience not only in the sciences but in the realms of actual operations and public utilization.

Respectfully, sir, we are in a very difficult situation on many fronts and we have even greater risks
ahead of us on all. I propose to you that my recommendations here, and the further substance that can
be brought to bear upon the matters at hand, can bring definite benefits for our country’s future.
Yours Very Truly,

(Martin Dudziak)

APPENDIX 2
Written by a recent Director of the Defense Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA) as his shared notes about where
He knew, felt, and wanted Me to be engaged, and employed, and securely so.

